Kaalsarp shanti puja Trimbakeshwar
Why perform Kaalsarp Dosh Nivaran puja?
The Ksalsarp Yog occurs when all planets in an individual's horoscope at the time of birth are
situated between Rahu and Ketu. Even if one planet is outside the Rahu-Ketu axis no Ksalsarp
Yog. The persons karyas do not happen according to the efforts put in, often leading to
negativity, and inferiority complex. It can cause one's life to be depressed. A person under the
affliction of this yog leads a life of pain and misfortune. If it is highly afflicted this yog has the
capacity to cancel out all the good Yog of one's chart. This vidhi done by Tantrik procedures is
very effective and results are seen within a few weeks.
Instructions For Ksalsarp yog puja:





The puja of Ksalsarp Yog is completed in 1 days.
People must come one day earlier (before 9 P.M.) to the worship place.
Please bring with you new white clothes dhoti, gamcha, napkin and for your wife saree,
blouse etc. (Other than black or green colour).
Reservation for this ritual must be made minimum 4 days in advance by informing us by
phone or mail.

What is Ksalsarp Dosh?




Kaalsarp dosh nivaran is formed when all the planets are situated between Rahu &
Ketu. When all the planets are hemmed between Rahu and Ketu i.e., the moon's north
node and the moon's south node Ksalsarp Yog is formed. Complete Ksalsarp Yog is
formed only when half of the chart is unoccupied by planets.
The Ksalsarp Yog is a dreaded Yog that can cause one's life to be miserable. A person
under the affliction of this Yog leads a life of pain and misfortune. If it is highly afflicted
this Yog has the capacity to cancel out all the good Yog's of the chart.

Anant Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu is in the first House and Ketu in the seventh house and the rest of the planets are
left to this axis this Yog arises, also called Vipareeta Kaalsarp Yog. Though this yog has the
power to give extra financial gains but it is bad for marital life. Generally a person with this yog
gets married late in life and can suffer from anxiety and inferiority complex.
Kulik Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the second house and Ketu the eighth house Kulik Kaalsarp Yog arises.
This combination is bad for health. The probability of losses and accidents is high in people with
this combination. It is bad for financial prosperity leading to unstable financial reputation.
Vishdhar Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the eleventh house and ketu the fifth house the yog which arises is the
Vishdhar Kaalsarp Yog. The person travels frequently and is instable. Problems also arise from
children or by imprisonment or strifes between brothers. However these persons find peace in
the latter half of their life.
Ghatak Kaalsarp Yog
This yog arises when Rahu is in tenth house and ketu in the fourth house. Litigation problems
and punishment by law is possible for dissolute behaviour. However if this yog operates
positively it has the capacity to confer the highest forms of political powers.
Karkotak Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the eighth house and Ketu the second house this yog is formed. The
person is short tempered and has many enemies. Such a person has affinity with the anti-social
elements. The person loses ancestral wealth. Also sexually transmitted diseases are more
prone.

Takshak Kaalsarp
When Rahu is in the seventh house and Ketu in the first house this yog is formed. The person
has speculative tendencies and can lose wealth by wasting on liqour, women and gambling.
There is marital discord in the life of the person.
Shankpal Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the ninth house and Ketu is in the 3rd house this yog operates. People
who have this yog in their chart face many ups and downs in life. They speak lies and favour
anti-religious activities. They are also short tempered and have high blood pressure leading to
anxiety.
Vasuki Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the third house and Ketu the ninth house and the rest of the planets are
located to the left of the Rahu Ketu axis this yog is formed. The person is burdened with
problems relating to job or business, blood pressure, sudden death or losses borne because of
relatives.
Kulik Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the second house and Ketu the eighth house Kulik Kaalsarp Yog arises.
This combination is bad for health. The probability of losses and accidents is high in people with
this combination. It is bad for financial prosperity leading to unstable financial reputation.

Mahapadam Kaalsarp Yog
This yog is formed when Rahu is in the 6th house and Ketu is in the twelfth house. The person
has many enemies and has problems with attack of many general diseases. However if this yog
acts beneficially it has the power to confer power and political success.
Padam Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the fifth house and Ketu the eleventh house this Yog is formed. The
person is worried on account of children. There is difficulty in having progeny. If the moon is
also afflicted then there is the possibility of being troubled by spirits. In this case the illness
recovery time is slow. One faces hindrances in education. There are also chances of being let
down by friends in this case.
Shankchood Kaalsarp Yog
When Rahu occupies the ninth house and Ketu is in the 3rd house this yog operates. People
who have this yog in their chart face many ups and downs in life. They speak lies and favour
anti-religious activities. They are also short tempered and have high blood pressure leading to
anxiety.
Pandit Rakesh Tripathi is one of the famous Pandit for kaalsarp puja at Trimbakeshwar.
Panditji is versatile with all types of vidhis and pujas like Kalsarp yog puja Trimbakeshwar or
Kaalsarp Dosh Nivaran Vidhi Trimbakeshwar, Pitru dosh nivaran puja Trimbakeshwar, and has
been performing them since many years with proper technique.
Pandit Rakesh Tripathi also provides other puja-vidhi for hindu religion:








Kalsarp yog puja Trimbakeshwar
Kaalsarp shanti puja Trimbakeshwar
Pitru dosh puja Trimbakeshwar
Navgrah shanti puja trimbakeshwar
Mahamrutunjay Jaap Trimbakeshwar
Rudra Abhishek puja trimbakeshwar
Vastu shanti puja Trimbakeshwar

For more details contact us: +91 9823505543, +91 9890702222
Visit us at: http://www.kalsarppuja.co.in/kalsarp-yog.php

